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Abstract
The incidence of diseases in fishes grown in parallel with the development of aquaculture in our country is also
increasing. Early isolation and identification of the disease is important for the treatment process. Bioinformatics
software is invaluable in terms of both the specificity of the study design and the minimization of errors that can
be faced, in order to construct a molecular-based work in the field of aquatic diseases.In this study, it is aimed to
design the study by using specific Bioinformatic software and specific primer and probe in molecular based
studies to be carried out with bacterial fish disease agents. For this purpose, Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum
sample which is effective in Listonellozis.In the results of working; On the genome with the accession number
NCBI LK021130.1, the genes in the homology-low regions were screened. Probing experiments were carried out
by selecting genes that contain the most appropriate specific sites for primer insertion. The vabS gene has been
found to have the most appropriate sequence for this purpose. Specific areas for the primer on the vabS gene
have been identified. The characteristics determined by bioinformatics software and primer design were obtained.
Primer set and probe specificity were verified by testing in software databases. The 100% sequence of the
obtained primer set was found to overlap only with L. anguillarum in all bacteria. The probe was tested in singlechain blast, confirming its specificity. PCR and electrophoresis steps were performed on the genome with the
obtained primer set and probe.
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1. Introduction
Fish farming is an important sector that provides great profits because it is a healthy food source, employment
creation, and an important export product. Production of different marine and freshwater fish species is growing
each year. Because, fish are grown in enclosed areas such as pools and cages and stock densities are increasing
steadily to improve productivity in the unit. This leads to the formation of unsuitable aquaculture conditions for
fish and, consequently, to increased sensitivity to infections (Sakai, 1999). We think that it is extremely
important to take prophylactic measures periodically in intensive aquaculture, especially against bacterial and
viral diseases, and to apply the treatment methods consciously when necessary.
Some researchers have used the 16S rRNA gene region for the diagnosis of bacterial fish disease agents
(Osorio et al., 1999), and some researchers have used polymorphism based studies such as PCR and RFLP to
identify them (Zappulli et al., 2005). In addition, many researchers have been working on bacterial fish disease
agents with PCR studies conducted with different methods. These studies have been reported to perform nested
PCR (Gonzalez et al., 2003), multiplex PCR (Amagliani et al., 2009) and RAPD-PCR (Dalla Valle et al., 2002)
methods. In addition to molecular-based studies, especially in the identification and identification of bacterial
fish diseases, studies have also been carried out that indicate that specific primers are designed to work (Zlotkin
et al., 1998; Önalan and Arabaci, 2016). Several studies have been carried out by designing primers and probes
(Balta et al., 2010; Cheng, 2002; Vendrell, 2006; Nilsson and Strom, 2002; Toyama et al., 1994; Izumi and
Wakabayashi, 2000; Urdaci et al., 1998).
In this study, it is aimed to perform primer design in molecular based studies to be performed for bacterial
fish disease agents and to use Bioinformatics applications for this purpose. L. anguillarum Gram is a negative
bacillus and has been isolated from almost all species of marine fish including sea bream and sea bass and trout
cultured in fresh water (Austin and Austin, 2012). It often causes hemorrhages in various tissues and organs
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including skin, skeletal muscles, liver, spleen and kidney (Roberts, 2012). In a study on Listonellosis, it was
reported that the presence of asymptomatic fish on the farms was determined by the PCR method and the
environmental condition appeared to be optimal for the bacteria (Cheng, 2002). In another study, it was reported
that among the fish sharing the same environment, the injured fish were exposed to each other by fecal-oral route
(Pinto et al., 2017). As a result of studies carried out by some researchers, it has been reported that the agent is
also isolated from pool water, mud, sediment and aquatic equipment’s besides fish in farms (Kusuda et al., 1991;
Kitao et al., 1979). The best way to protect yourself from the disease is to avoid infection by working with eggs
and rootstocks that do not carry the disease agent. For this purpose, molecular identification has large
preliminaries (Vendrell, 2006).
2. Materials and Methods
Information on the Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum agent to be used in the study was obtained from the National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) website. Sequence data of the L. anguillarum agent were obtained
with the Genbank number (Figure 1).
The genomic sequence data to be explored were blasted and the regions with the least similarity in all
organisms were identified. The choice of genes over these regions is the first step to be taken so that the
similarity rate in the next steps is lower, so that the primer and probes to be designed are more specific (Figure 2).
As seen in Fig. 2, only 100% of the entire genome overlaps with Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum with accession
number LK021130.1 Genbank. However, it should be noted here that in the results on the right side, the gene is
scanned from the regions where the ID factor is "0". Following the acquisition of these data, the data are
transferred to the bioinformatics software and processed.
Screening of the Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum-affecting genome with accession number LK021130.1 and
individual assays of the genes revealed that the vabS gene had no other paired gene length suitable for primer
and probe design. It is aimed to see the overlap rate with other bacteria’s by performing selected genetic blast.
For this, the gene sequence CLC bio (Qiagen) software was blasted and only Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum
appears to overlap the sequence 100%. As can be seen from the blast result, the sequence from the 600th to the
last appears only to Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum, while the sequence from the six hundredth order appears to
be similar to the partially different bacterial species. Therefore, when designing the primer and expression probe,
the first 600 bases later will enhance the primer's specificity, which we do not prefer.
Gene specific primers to be used in the study were determined using Primer3 ((http://bioinfo.ut.ee/ Primer30.4.0/primer3) and manual optimizations were performed. The characteristics of the obtained primer set are
given in the table below (Table 1). Among the designed primers, the product size is 204 bp long and a banding at
this length is considered as a good value for probe design. The designed primers were checked to see if they
match the different bacterial species as a result of the blast. For this purpose, the specificity of the primers was
determined using CLC Bio nBlast application (Fig. 3). As shown in Figure 3, the designed forward primer
overlaps with Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum, whereas the reverse primer sequence overlaps with 20 other
complete polynucleotides, only Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum, and the last 18 polymorphisms overlap with
another bacterial species. Therefore, it does not appear to be a PCR-related problem for this bacterium species
due to the non-overlapping of the entire primer. The probe, which will be created between the two designed
primer regions, will also increase specify and possibly result in false positive results.
As raise PCR specified, we can be design a probe between two primers. For this reason, we use beacon
designer. After select our PCR product region, in beacon can give us a probe as our determined features. And we
can use that probe in PCR as a more specific oligonucleotide sequence. For probe design we need some features
for example melting temperature must be rice 10 degree from primer melting temperature and PCR amplicon
length must be 200 bp optimum length. A probe providing this conditions can be used for PCR. In this study we
research a probe between two primers by Beacon. The result of probe sequence and properties is following
(Table 2). The probe sequence obtained from beacon Bioinformatic software is blasted by beacon online. We see
that all results of sequence blasting are Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum (Fig. 4).
PCR amplification and amplicon were obtained from the PCR simulator using forward and reverse primers
(Fig. 5). For this purpose, SnapGene 4.0.7 program was used and PCR was performed on primers and template
DNA. By using bioinformatics software’s you can see MW (125,231 Da) and your selected regions molecules
number (1ng=4.81x109). After Stimulate PCR process, we need see our bands on electrophoresis (Fig. 6).
Because of this reason, we are using stimulate electrophoresis by SnapGene software. We can see how we must
be use agar percent in electrophoresis. And we can chance our optimizations by bioinformatics software’s.
3. Results
The aquaculture sector has great importance in terms of economy and employment in our country which is
covered with sea on three sides. The incidence of diseases in fishes grown in parallel with the development of
aquaculture in our country is also increasing. Early isolation and identification of the causative agent is important
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in terms of the treatment process.
In studies related to fish diseases, the use of bioinformatics software has great prominence as well as the
great importance of routine biochemical and phenotypic studies in studies carried out in today's technology. This
is because the testing of preliminary data and information of a planned worker and the possible risks to be taken
into consideration provide a great advantage in terms of the sustainability of the work. If a PCR-based study is
targeted, it is not possible to have the available primer or probe for each run. In such a case different specific
primers or probes may need to be designed for each different run. In addition, early isolation and identification
of the causative agent is important in terms of the treatment process. In these studies, which are mostly
performed on PCR basis, disease agents are isolated and identified from 16S rRNA or specifically identified
gene regions in bacteria. However, since the 16S rRNA gene locus does not differ greatly in terms of base length
and sequence in the vast majority of bacteria, the use of bacterial specific genes is likely to give more specific
results in terms of primer and probe. Bioinformatics applications are crucial in increasing the specificity of the
study design and of minimizing the mistakes that can be faced in order to construct a molecular-based work in
the field of aquatic diseases.
In this study, applications were made on Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum case which is affecting
Listonellozis disease which is also seen in Turkey. Using bioinformatics software, genomes with accession
number LK021130.1 were scanned for genes with low homology. The vabS gene located on the genome has
been found to have the most suitable sequence for this purpose. Next, the specific areas of the primers were
determined on this gene, and the properties determined by bioinformatics software and primer design were
obtained by loading the software. The characteristics determined between the two primer regions in the PCR
amplicon region were designed using loaded software. The obtained forward-reverse primers and probe
specificity were verified by testing in bioinformatics software databases. The primers obtained were found to
overlap only 100% of all bacteria with L. anguillarum and no other similarity. The designed and optimized probe
was characterized by a base of 23 bases in length and only tested in databases designed specifically for L.
anguillarum. PCR and electrophoresis steps were also carried out on the genome with the obtained primer set
and probe, and the study design including the agarose density ratio was concluded.
As intended in this study, some investigators have also shown that they have designed specific primer sets
for their studies (Mata et al., 2004; Özkök et al., 2008). However, many researchers have also reported that they
use primers specific to the 16S rRNA gene for the identification of bacteria (Önalan and Arabacı, 2016). It was
also found that researchers who worked the same influence continued to work with the primer sets in the
literature in the previous studies (Korun, 2016; Akayli and Durna, 2017). Some researchers have reported that
PCR-based studies are more sensitive, especially for viral agents (Taksdal et al., 2001; Ortega et al., 2007;
Albayrak and Ozan, 2010; Dopoza and Barja, 2002). As a result of this study, each researcher will determine his
/ her specific subject and design a specific primer or probe for his/her work, which will lead to more specific
studies.
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Table 1. Primer sequences and properties of Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum vabS gene designed specifically.
Primer Name
Sequence
Len
Tm
GC
3’ Compl
vabS_Forward 5’-GCAACATCATACGCCAGAGA-3’ 20
59.83
50
0,00
vabS_Reverse 5’-GGAATGGCCGAATACATCAC-3’ 20
60.16
50
0,00
Table 2. Designed probe in this study and its properties
Probe Name
Sequence (5’-3’)
vabS_Probe
AACAGCACTACACAACCAACCAC
53

Tm
68,7

GC (%)
47,8

Self Compl
0
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Figure 1. Acquisition of Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum genomic data in NCBI.

Figure 2. Blast results of Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum genomic data in NCBI

Figure 3. Blast results of forward and reverse primers (Left figure is forward primer, left figure is reverse
primer).
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Figure 4. Blast results of designed probe belong to Listonella (Vibrio) anguillarum.

Figure 5. Screening of PCR amplicon region with two primers designed in the study (SnapGene 4.0.7, original)

Figure 6. Electrophoresis screen of vabS gene PCR amplicon results with wrong and correct results.
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